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I am very proud to bring you our first

Quantum Design UK and Ireland Company

magazine which contains information on our

latest products, applications, publications and

white papers. PLUS it coincides with our new

company video that we are delighted to be

launching at the same time.  Featuring some of

our partners and customers, the video

provides an insight into our people, method of

working and proud history.  Speaking of

history, we have also collated a company

timeline and have been able to reproduce an

article from one of our founders about the

events leading up to the invention of our

flagship product - the MPMS "Squid". 

 

FOREWORD

 Angela Carslake

 MARKETING MANAGER
QUANTUM DESIGN UK AND IRELAND
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I for one am very proud of the video, having

worked at QD-UKI for many years. I really feel

that it has captured the heart of the company

and how we enjoy collaborating with our

customers and suppliers and building

relationships that will last for many years - I

really hope you enjoy watching it. 

We'd be delighted to run through your

applications so please do get in touch. If you

haven’t already please sign up to our mailing

list  

 

http://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ICIssue&utm_campaign=ImagingCameras&utm_content=Edition_1


A little insight into Quantum Design

UK and Ireland... 
    ... our staff, our partners and our customers

watch it here

https://youtu.be/kcT-YgHBRFw
https://youtu.be/kcT-YgHBRFw




Timeline QD established to
design and develop
cryogenic and SQUID-
based instruments for
researchers in physics
and materials science

Quantum Design
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 First fully operational
prototype MPMS with a

temperature control
module, a 2-Tesla magnet
and the SQUID detection

system (at midnight one
evening early in the year)

First 5.5-Tesla MPMS shipped to Prof.
Allen Goldman at the University of
Minnesota.

The only company in the world
manufacturing a SQUID magnetometer

system at this point.

March meeting of the American Physical
Society (APS), the ‘Woodstock of Physics’
Requests started coming in for ‘MPMS
with the SQUID’.

First PPMS was delivered
to Purdue University in

February.

 Heat Capacity Option
for the PPMS and the
new MPMS-XL

Quantum Design Japan subsidiary
opened in July

EverCool option
launched for the MPMS
and PPMS

First PPMS-VSM shipped.
Quantum Design Korea

subsidiary opened

Quantum Design China
subsidiary opened

https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


SQUID VSM launched 

Quantum Design Europe opened

VersaLab launched

DynaCool launched. QD
India subsidiary opened

QD South America
subsidiary opened

QD Taiwan subsidiary
opened QDI moves into new HQ in

San Diego. Dr. Michael
Simmonds, co-founder of QD,
received the IEEE Award for
Continuing Contributions in
the Field of Applied
Superconductivity

QD Singapore
subsidiary opened

OptiCool launched, winner of the
R&D 100 Award for 2018 in the
category of Analytical/Test1.QDI acquires GETec, an

Austrian company specialising
in atomic force microscopy

(AFM) instrumentation. QDI
launches first World Helium

Conservation Day QD introduces next
generation of Helium
Liquefiers and Helium
Recovery Systems

W W W . Q D - U K I . C O . U K0 8
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Partnership
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between the Medical Technologies
Innovation Facility and QDUKI... 
and what it means for you

https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


Learn more about J A
Woollam IRVASE II
Spectroscopic Ellipsometer

Quantum Design, UK and Ireland (QD) and
Medical Technologies Innovation Facility
(MTIF) have entered into a partnership
agreement affording customers the ability to
view and utilise the J A Woollam IR VASE II
Spectroscopic Ellipsometer.

The nature of Ellipsometry (relatively fast and
non-destructive) makes it ideal for diagnostics
in several sectors such as semiconductor
devices, photovoltaics, nano-photonics, flat
panel displays, optical coating stacks,
construction materials, biological and medical
coatings, protective layers as well as real-time
quality control.

An agreement that aims to
benefit the life science and
semiconductor market sectors
and research labs to accelerate
the development of new
innovative technologies.

“This partnership
provides companies
with a unique
opportunity to use
cutting edge
Ellipsometry technology
supported by renowned
research expertise.
These capabilities are
usually unavailable to
all but the largest
organisations. This
partnership allows
organisations of every
size the opportunity to
accelerate their
development
programmes.” 
Professor Mike Hannay, Managing Director of
the Medical Technologies Innovation Facility

W W W . Q D - U K I . C O . U K1 0

https://qd-uki.co.uk/ellipsometers/j-a-woollam-ir-vase-ii-spectroscopic-ellipsometer/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
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This collaboration aims to leverage the
expertise of QD in materials
characterisation, high-sensitivity electrical
measurements, magneto-optical
experiments, with the significant MEMS ,
nano-fabrication and medical technology
research and development capabilities of
MTIF supported by state-of-the-art
experimental apparatus. 

Through this new technical partnership,
QD and MTIF will organically integrate
their respective advanced technologies
and development capabilities to showcase
this novel technology onsite at MTIF in
Nottingham, UK.

By aligning capabilities and ambitions, the
parties will deliver benefit to clients by
helping them to successfully navigate the
complexities of using infrared ellipsometry
from 2 to 30 micron wavelength range for
the investigation of optical constants and
material properties like roughness;
grading and non- uniformity of numerous
types of thin films and coatings.

HPK and MTIF aim to benefit the rapidly
growing UK life science and
semiconductor market sectors as well as
research labs to accelerate the availability
of new innovative technologies.

“QDUKI saw the potential
in this collaboration for
the academic and
industrial communities
within the UK and Ireland
to access the unique
capabilities of the JA
Woollam IR VASE II
ellipsometer. We believe
this offering will give
researchers the
opportunity for one off
measurements for a huge
variety of applications,
without needing the
equipment in their own
research laboratory.”

Dr Shayz Ikram, Technical Director, Quantum Design

UK and Ireland

https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


WHAT THE MTIF/QDUKI AGREEMENT OFFERS
YOU
The partnership agreement affords customers
the ability to view and utilise the JA Woollam IR
VASE II Spectroscopic Ellipsometer. Indeed,
this is only one of two such instruments in the
UK and the only one now made available to
customers in the UK in this way. The nature of
Ellipsometry (relatively fast and non-
destructive) makes it ideal for diagnostics in
several sectors such as semiconductor devices,
photovoltaics, nano-photonics, flat panel
displays, optical coating stacks, construction
materials, biological and medical coatings,
protective layers as well as real-time quality
control.

MTIF – with a strong academic pedigree and
expertise in nanofabrication – can conduct
such analysis on your behalf offering a bespoke
and individualised service. Please reach out to
discuss your needs today.

The recent work carried out by Dr.
Kalfagiannis, utilising spectroscopic
ellipsometry in an extended spectral range,
has enabled clarification of the conduction
mechanisms of different materials and range
of application. 

Seeking to better
understand the optical and
electronic properties of
materials or thin films for
nanophotonic or electronic
applications?

W W W . Q D - U K I . C O . U K1 2

This is only one of two
such instruments in the

UK and the only one
now made available to
customers in the UK in

this way

Bespoke One-Off
Ellipsometer Measurements

Learn more about the
ellipsometry measurements
available at MTIF

https://qd-uki.co.uk/ellipsometers/j-a-woollam-ir-vase-ii-spectroscopic-ellipsometer/
https://www.mtif.co.uk/contact-us
https://qd-uki.co.uk/case-study-ismart-research-group-and-woollam-ir-vase-ii/
https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/bespoke-one-off-ellipsometer-measurements/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/bespoke-one-off-ellipsometer-measurements/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


"Our mission is to help
our customers improve

the quality of patient
care by accelerating the

development and
commercialisation of

their innovative medical
technologies."

MTIF is a medical devices and
advanced materials technology facility
offering ‘bench to bedside‘ research
and development services for
innovative medical technologies, cell
and tissue therapies and
pharmaceuticals as well as in thin film
technology, printed electronics, nano-
photonics, opto-electronic properties
of materials and devices and laser
processing. 

With ISO 13485 certified facilities MTIF
can design and deliver end-to-end
development projects, including
product design, product development,
technical dossier compilation, process
scale-up and facilities for clinical trial
manufacture. 

Medical Technologies Innovation Facility

W W W . Q D - U K I . C O . U K1 3

https://www.mtif.co.uk/
https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


Thin Films Laboratory

A variety of assistive technologies for materials
deposition, including physical and chemical
deposition techniques, such as RF magnetron
sputtering, atomic layer deposition and thermal
evaporation of nano-engineered coatings and
thin films. These are applicable across a broad
range of industrial applications such as, optical
coatings, plasmonic thin films, SERS sensors
and large-area electronic devices.

MTIF is a dual site facility. The research
facility is a 2265m2 two storey purpose built
building, located at NTU’s Clifton campus. It
features laboratories, clean rooms and an
extensive range of specialist equipment to
provide industry with the resources to
accelerate its research and development.

The MTIF commercialisation facility is a
1053m2 single storey purpose built building,
located at the Boots Enterprise Zone, two
miles from the Clifton research facility.

Facilities

W W W . Q D - U K I . C O . U K1 4

“Visualising and quantifying the
so-called Race to the Surface is
considered by many to be one
of the key parts of material and
interface interactions that still
remains underdeveloped.
Using exciting high resolution
sensitive techniques like these
we should be able to resolve
the detail of surface bio
adsorption and further be able
to prove when this can be
defined and controlled.”

Professor John Hunt, Head of
Strategic Research at MTIF
and within Nottingham Trent
University

https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


Learn more about J A
Woollam Ellipsometers

"Quantum Design offer really good after-care. After
they made the sale, they didn’t forget about us. They’re
always there when we need something. I always feel
like I can reach out to them. I was so happy with the
first ellipsometer I got, a few years ago we purchased a
new one. I had some technical questions about what
the different models of ellipsometer could offer and
they were able to give me really good advice and help
me choose what would be best to meet our needs. And
in the end I think we got the perfect product for the
experiments that we want to do. 

A couple of times a year QDUKI run some short
courses, which are really good for new users, and our
students who have joined the group. So I’ll say to them
"Why don’t you check out this short course or this
workshop that QDUKI are offering. Just to make sure
you’re up to date with the latest developments?" 

Prof. Joe Keddie,
Physics Department,
University of Surrey

W W W . Q D - U K I . C O . U K1 5

"It’s been such a
pleasure working

with Quantum
Design and also

with the J A
Woollam company."

Watch Joe on
our company

video

https://qd-uki.co.uk/ellipsometers/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/ellipsometers/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://youtu.be/kcT-YgHBRFw
https://youtu.be/kcT-YgHBRFw
https://youtu.be/kcT-YgHBRFw


Surfex
2022

7 - 8 June '22

Surfex brings an essential focus to surface &

coatings technologies and offers attendees an

opportunity to discover new ideas, find answers to

technical challenges and source information for

immediate use in their working environment.

Quantum Design UK and Ireland will be in

attendance, exhibiting our JA Woollam

ellipsometers. Visit us at stand BZ124 to learn

more about our spectroscopic ellipsometer range.

A dynamic addition to the Surfex programme, The

Cutting Edge features advances coming out of

university activity that are suitable for industrial

application. This programme will appeal to

everyone with an interest in the very latest

developments.

Many of the important things you need to know,

delivered by those who know it best. Industry

Insight features a number of the leading

authorities in the market delivering insight into the

key issues.

Coatings on Glass:  Patented technology allows

accurate measurements on any substrate: metal,

semiconductor, or glass. On transparent

substrates, the Alpha-SE® measures

depolarisation to correct for light returning from

the backside of the substrate. This unwanted light

can confuse other ellipsometers, but the alpha-

SE® ensures accurate optical constants.
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The Only Event in the
UK for Surface &
Coatings Technology

Featured Product: JA
Woollam Alpha-SE

Sessions presented by scientific societies and

associations such as OCCA, RSC SCIG plus a

session on the Graphene Engineering Innovation

Centre. TechFocus is a full 2-day programme

featuring presentations by exhibitors and

international manufacturers, of their latest

products, developments technologies and

techniques.

Learn more and
register here

https://qd-uki.co.uk/ellipsometers/j-a-woollam-alpha-se-spectroscopic-ellipsometer/
https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/surfex-2022/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/surfex-2022/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


James Hilfiker, Applications Engineer,
J A Woollam Company

"The J A Woollam company and
Quantum Design have been working
together for over 25 years, and it’s been
a match made in heaven. We’re also very
impressed by their sales people, their
technical people, it’s fabulous that we
can work together in understanding
customers and really providing what
they truly need. Thank you Quantum
Design, for all your years of great
service, great support and we look
forward to many years in the future."

W W W . Q D - U K I . C O . U K1 7

Watch James
on our

company video

https://youtu.be/kcT-YgHBRFw
https://youtu.be/kcT-YgHBRFw
https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://youtu.be/kcT-YgHBRFw


In conjunction with the low working distance

option, the flared window clamp allows one to

integrate objective using industry standard SM3

threads. 

The first publication using OptiCool was a

comprehensive study of gadolinium titinate using

ultra-fast optical pump probe reflectivity and

magneto-optical Kerr spectroscopy. 
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Initially launched in 2018, OptiCool is our latest

Cryogen Free platform and is primarily intended

for measurements that require optical access at

temperatures as low as 1.7 K and magnetic fields up

to 7 T. In addition to the ample optical access, a

large sample volume allows a wide range of

capabilities for experiments in a low vibration

environment. Those familiar with the PPMS

product line, are no doubt familiar with the sample

puck. OptiCool utilises an easily customisable

sample pod which can accommodate up to 80 DC

wires, 3 D Nano positioners and commonly used

coaxial connections for experiments requiring high

frequencies. Experiments requiring high

magnification typically necessitate small working

distances between the objective lens and sample.

The standard OptiCool top window allows for a

minimum working distance of about 15mm. The

working distance capability reduces this to about

3mm.

 In situations in which the base temperature does

not need to be reached, the shield window can be

removed and a working distance of about 1mm can

be achieved. 

Read Magnetoelastic coupling
to coherent acoustic phonon
modes in the ferrimagnetic
insulator GdTiO3

https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.102.085138
https://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.102.085138
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The chamber shown is designed to provide a
cryogenic work environment with an available
temperature range of 20 K to 300 K. NASA intends
for this chamber to become a multi-purpose
instrument, capable of performing a wide variety of
experiments. Initially, NASA will use the chamber
to test and evaluate the performance of space-
qualified stepper motors. These motors will be
used on rover vehicles in future Moon and Mars
missions. The output of the stepper motor will be
connected to a dynamometer outside the chamber,
and the power, torque, and other performance
characteristics will be measured at various
temperatures.

High-Cooling Power Test
Chamber

https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


Under the umbrella of the custom cryogenics line,
Janis Research has cooperated with NASA on
several programs. This cooperation has extended
over several areas of interest.

The ARC Argus program, the successor to the
ATLAS program, investigated the upper
atmosphere from a balloon platform. (See photo to
the right.) Of interest to the program was the
tracking of inert tracer molecules for determining
direction and speed.

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, in cooperation with
Janis, produced the first viable test hardware on
the SIRTF program. This project involved a mirror
test and qualification operating at liquid helium
temperatures. Sponsored by the LTS&E group,
Janis received a Public Service Group
Achievement Award for this program.

NASA GSFC worked with Janis on the AImS
camera testing requirements. Working with UMD
and the GSFC Planetary Systems group, Janis
developed a test enclosure to mimic the Mars
environment for earth-bound terrain testing.

W W W . Q D - U K I . C O . U K2 0

Products for Exo-
Atmospheric Research
and Astronomy

Solid Neon
Shielded
Superfluid
Helium
Cryostat for
Micro-Gravity
Studies in the
Space Shuttle
Environment

In 2000, Janis received its second NASA
Public Service Group Achievement Award,
again from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This
time it was for Janis’ performance on the
FACET program, the development of a
cryostat to comply with the Shuttle Hitchhiker
program, and providing a platform for
microgravity experimentation. This second
PSGAA, for a small company, is without
precedent in the history of the JPL program
and perhaps in all of NASA.

Discover the Cryogenics
Range at QDUKI

http://www.nasa.gov/
https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/cryogenics/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/cryogenics/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


Our Other
Magazines
Cryogenics

Imaging Cameras

Customisable Cryostats
Focus on Temperature
Sensors
The Next Generation of
Helium Recovery

Highlights:

Advancing Geology with
Hyperspectral Imaging
Avoiding Contamination in
the Food Industry
SWIR Cameras for
Telecommunications
Applications
Streak Cameras in Action
(videos)

Highlights:

view here

view here

https://qd-uki.co.uk/new-imaging-cameras-magazine/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=CompanyQD&utm_campaign=ImagingCameras&utm_content=Edition_1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/new-imaging-cameras-magazine/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=CompanyQD&utm_campaign=ImagingCameras&utm_content=Edition_1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/read-the-first-edition-cryogenics-magazine/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=CompanyQD&utm_campaign=ImagingCameras&utm_content=Edition_1
https://qd-uki.co.uk/read-the-first-edition-cryogenics-magazine/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=CompanyQD&utm_campaign=ImagingCameras&utm_content=Edition_1


COMING
SOON

Jump-start
your
quantum
materials
research

Get the entire
CryoCore™ closed-

cycle optical
cryostat system at a
price point that fits

your budget.Contact our Technical
Sales Engineer, Luke
Nicholls or join our
mailing list to hear

more news about the
CryoCore

mailto:luke@qd-uki.co.uk
https://qd-uki.co.uk/join-our-mailing-list/


CASE STUDY:
DISINFECTION
OF HIGH
TOUCH/TRAFFIC
AREAS

STERILUMEN relies on the

ILT2400 UVGI as a critical

verification and validation

tool in their R&D efforts

SteriLumen was founded in 2016 with the goal of helping
hospitals combat HAIs (healthcare associated infections)
with their patented UVC-based disinfection solutions. Each
year millions of people contract an infectious disease from a
hospital, assisted living, long-term care facility, or other
healthcare environment; and nearly 100,000 die. 

These infections cost the healthcare industry billions in lost
reimbursements and fines each year. With the onset of the
pandemic, these facilities quickly started seeing their profits
slide into the red.

At its founding, SteriLumen focused its efforts on
disinfection of high-touch and high-traffic surfaces and sink
drains. These areas are particularly susceptible to
harbouring germs and bacteria that can be easily
transferred from one person to the next. Manually cleaning
these surfaces multiple times a day is neither practical nor
as efficient as a disinfection system that is always working.

For disinfecting high-touch surfaces, SteriLumen launched
its Lumicide Ribbon, a connected, configurable platform that
can be seamlessly integrated into new spaces, or retrofitted
into existing ones.  The Lumicide Ribbon system is designed
to always be on, providing maximum germicidal irradiation
to the surface it’s disinfecting. Since UVC light is harmful to
people, the Lumicide system has a dual, redundant motion
sensor integrated into it ensuring that the system is
switched off when someone approaches. 

We spoke with Don Simmons, Chief Engineer at
SteriLumen, to find out why they selected the ILT2400
UVGI Light Measurement System...

W W W . Q D - U K I . C O . U K2 3

https://sterilumen.com/
https://sterilumen.com/disinfection-products/#lumicide
https://qd-uki.co.uk/light-measurement/international-light-ilt2400-light-meter/
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Learn more about the ILT
2400

"I had always worked places
that had testing and validation
tools on-site, and I knew if we
were going to effectively meet
our engineering objectives, we
would need that capability here
as well,” 
Don Simmons, Chief Engineer, Sterilumen

For Don, the selection of the ILT2400 was multi-

fold. Prior to purchasing the radiometer,

SteriLumen had been relying on software

modelling to predict where the UV light was

going, and at what threshold a person would be

exposed to UV hazard when the device was on. 

On top of that, they were relying on outside

testing services to validate that their system was

emitting the proper amount of light, or dose, to

effectively inactivate germs. These tests are

expensive and time consuming, and not

conducive to iterative development, ongoing

improvement, and tight time lines.

“The addition of the ILT2400 enabled us

to pull that capability in-house, saving

us an enormous amount of time and

resources in outside testing services,”

explained Don. 

With the onset of Covid the market has been
flooded with all kinds of UVC devices making all
kinds of claims regarding disinfection. For
SteriLumen they back their claims up with data –
and lots of it. 

Often going beyond the regulatory requirements,
SteriLumen was looking to show that their
system was both effective at inactivating
pathogens, and safe from being a UV hazard.
SteriLumen’s Lumicide systems have been UL
tested for efficacy and are currently being
investigated for adherence to UL8802.
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Don explained: “When we received the data
back from UL, our numbers were almost an
exact match. There were no surprises. This
gave us the confidence we would pass
biological efficacy testing, which costs many
thousands of dollars more, before we sent the
system in.”

SteriLumen makes their independently
conducted efficacy tests available upon request.

The ILT2400 not only helped SteriLumen with
their development and regulatory and efficacy
test preparation, it also enabled them to
effectively evaluate new components from
potential suppliers. As Don puts it:

“We would receive in chips from all kinds of
suppliers, claiming all kinds of things. We had
to rely on their specifications without being
able to verify them, and for us, that just wasn’t
good enough.” 

We asked Don why he ultimately chose ILT for
his meter.

“Simple,” he said. “I was already familiar with
ILT having used your equipment previously,
you’re a local company, and you have great
tech support.”

Since buying their ILT2400 meter, SteriLumen
also acquired Akida LLC, makers of the Airocide
product line, to address air-borne pathogens
such as coronavirus.

"This system is very different
from the Lumicide. It uses a
totally different light engine,

with totally different properties.

I’m just starting to get my arms
around this system from an
engineering perspective, but
what’s been helpful is that with
the addition of a second detector
calibrated for that source type,

the ILT2400 can validate both.” 
Don Simmons, Chief Engineer, Sterilumen
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About SteriLumen

SteriLumen develops Data Driven
Disinfection™ systems that are
connected, configurable, and validated. 

Their Lumicide product is a configurable
system for disinfecting high touch
surfaces. Their Airocide system has FDA
class II medical device clearance for air
disinfection. Their Clarity 3D connected
monitoring delivers Data Driven
Disinfection™ with the ability to
schedule and modify disinfection cycles
and get reporting and maintenance
alerts, and setup and program new
devices from a browser or mobile device. 

SteriLumen’s most recent efficacy test of
the Lumicide Ribbon unit this past June,
resulted in SARS-CoV-2 viral
inactivation (i.e., viral particles rendered
non-infectious) >3.04-log reduction
(>99.908%) at the 5-minute exposure
time and >3.66-log reduction
(>99.978%) at the 20-minute exposure
time.

It has also been tested on C. diff, E.coli,
MRSA and H1N1 with similar viral
inactivation rates.

About the ILT 2400

Audience Scanning Laser Safety
General Purpose Light Measurements
Research
Sterilisation/UVGI
Solar
Photoresist – lithography
Optical Radiation Hazard
Phototherapy
Photo-Degradation
PPF & PPFD Plant Studies

The ILT2400 is the most advanced hand held light
meter and optometer on the market today. ILT’s
Accuspan software automatically sets the averaging
while rapidly measuring over 8 decades of light
intensities. The internal software allows customers to
capture a peak as brief as 100 μS and to store up to 16
readings per second. The colour display works in both
landscape and portrait mode.

The ILT2400 supports numerous light measurement
applications including:

            ...and more

Learn more about
the ILT 2400
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Sigray PrismaXRM 
 Going From Strength
to Strength

The PrismaXRM has
already won the 2020
Microscopy Today
Innovation Award
thanks to its flexible
customisable platform.

Introducing PrismaXRM: the 3D X-ray
microscope with the resolution and
performance of the industry leaders… and
more. The world’s most advanced tri-
contrast imaging system, PrismaXRM
represents the next generation of
laboratory micro-CT. With industry leading
spatial resolution 0.5µm for 3D
tomography, voxel size below 60nm and
the most advanced contrast imaging
modes, you will be able to see things
never before possible.
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Sigray has revolutionised XRM with tri-
contrast imaging. While X-ray absorption
contrast microscopy has come a long way
in recent times, there are still features and
details that it cannot detect. Sigray now
offer two addition imaging modalities that
are simultaneously acquired.

It incorporates the latest
developments in x-ray technology,
including a diamond backed
transmission x-ray source,
diffractive x ray gratings and novel
photon counting detector
technology that take performance
to the next level.

Learn more about
the Sigray
PrismaXRM
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QUANTITATIVE PHASE™ 

Sigray has revolutionised XRM with tri-contrast
imaging. While X-ray absorption contrast
microscopy has come a long way in recent
times, there are still features and details that it
cannot detect. Sigray now offer two addition
imaging modalities that are simultaneously
acquired.

A completely phase contrast mode that provides
quantitative access to refractive index and
compositional information

Reveals microstructural changes. including
cracks and voids that are otherwise invisible in
absorption contrast

These new contrast imaging modes now allow
you to see hidden defects (cracks and voids) and
quantitative information on density to improve
segmentation.

With these new imaging modes and
resolution. the PrismaXRM is ideal for
applications including:

Materials – Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics
(CFRP composites)

Biomaterials – Unstained biological tissues
(plants and animals)

Energy – Batteries and fuel cells – in
operando and in situ

Failure Analysis – Cracks, voids and
delamination previously invisible for x-ray
microscopy are now visible using the
PrismaXRM’ s unique Quantitative Phase and
Sub resolution Darkfield contrasts

In situ Experiments – Three phase flow,
crack propagation, tensile and loading. Tri-
contrast is particularly powerful for imaging in
situ experiments.

If you have applications that you think
would benefit from Imaging using the
PrismaXRM, please contact David Want.

SUB RESOLUTION DARKFIELD™ 

APPLICATIONS 
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Rigatoni With 
Grilled Peppers and 
Onions

½” Sensor Format – Better for optical design,

ideal for OEM integration into Electro-Optic

systems.

10μm x 10μm Pixel Pitch – Compatible with

VIS-SWIR illuminators, markers & pointers

<50 Electrons Readout Noise – Enables a high

VIS-SWIR detection limit

On-board Automated Gain Control (AGC) –

Enables clear video in all light conditions

On-board Intelligent 3-point NUC – Enables

highest quality photos

The OWL 640T is the latest variant of the Owl

640 family, being the world’s first SWaP

optimised ½” / VGA InGaAs sensor with a 10µm x

10µm pixel pitch, offering a spectral response

from 0.6µm to 1.7µm. It has less than 50 electrons

readout noise, with a high intra-scene dynamic

range of 69dB that enables simultaneous capture

of bright and dark portions of a scene. It is the

perfect candidate for a range of machine vision

applications.
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Raptor Photonics, our partner and a leader in

innovative digital camera solutions has launched

the OWL 640T camera. The 640T has already

been recognised among the best in machine

vision by the judges of the Vision Systems Design

2021 Innovators Awards program. The judging

panel consisted of esteemed experts from system

integrator and end-user companies.

Prestigious
Innovation
Award for
NEW Owl
640T
Camera

"The World’s First SWaP Optimised

½” / VGA InGaAs Sensor with VIS-

SWIR Response"
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demo loan

AVAILABLE NOW

InfraTec ImageIR 8300

HIGH SPEED
THERMOGRAPHY
SYSTEM

We’re offering you
the opportunity to
hire the InfraTec
ImageIR 8300 for a
week or a month at a
time, just get in touch  

"Now you can discover it for yourself for
your upcoming research project without
having to commit to buying one. We’re
offering researchers the opportunity to hire
the InfraTec ImageIR 8300 for a week or a
month at a time.”

Dr. Luke Nicholls, Technical Sales Engineer,
Quantum Design UK and Ireland
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Contact Luke today 

Learn more about
the Demo Loan
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The winner of our recent
Twitter Photo Competition was
Zhiwei from the University of
Surrey, who was delighted to
back in the lab with his trusty
Ellipsometer!
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Zhiwei won a thermal imaging camera
attachment for his phone. We want to
say a really big thank you to all the
entrants to the competition. 

We loved seeing everyone back in the
lab. If you’d like to be first to hear about
future competitions, please join our
mailing list. You can do that here.
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F O C U S  O N :

The sisuCHEMA system combines NIR

spectroscopy with high resolution

imaging. It provides detailed spectral

reflectance information for a given

sample and in turn, information on the

chemical composition of a specific

material (individual components, local

distribution map etc). This is invaluable

information for the characterisation and

quality assurance of advanced materials,

where the functionality of the material is

dependent on its chemical and physical

structure.
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Turnkey
Hyperspectral
Chemical Imaging
Analyser

How SisuCHEMA Works

SisuCHEMA is a complete chemical

imaging analyser. User places samples

into specially designed sample trays, then

using the Breeze software, the spectral

image is acquired and saved in seconds.

Finally, spectral image is being analysed

with easy-to-use Breeze software.

Visualisation of MNF bands 2, 3 and 4 of
a rock sample showing the inherent
variability of the material. The full
hyperspectral image (data cube) with
320 x 360 spatial pixels and 256
spectral bands in the range 1,000 -
2,500 nm was acquired in less than 6
seconds.
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The SisuCHEMA is ideal for

pharmaceutical, geological and

agricultural applications where high

spatial resolution is required and samples

are small. In the SisuCHEMA, the

maximum sample size is 200 x 300 x 45

mm. The system can image samples of 10

mm or smaller at a very high pixel

resolution of 30 microns, and offers

flexible settings to coarser resolutions.

Many Applications

Pushbroom Imaging

SisuCHEMA employs pushbroom imaging,

acquiring the image one line at a time

while scanning the sample on a moving

sample tray. Each line has a 320 – 1 312

pixel field of view. In the scanning

dimension the number of lines is

dependent on the selected scanning

length. The variable scanning length

allows the user to image longer samples,

or multiple sequential samples, in a single

linear scan. The maximum scanning length

is 300 mm. Blister package inspection. Red indicates empty blister, Green
indicates normal blister and Blue indicates false product.

Geology

Tablet analysis

Blister package inspection

Blend uniformity

Granule Size and Size Distribution

Food and Dairy Agricultural

Material Screening

Forensics

Life Sciences

https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1


Specim's SisuCHEMA is the
only chemical imaging
technique offering a direct
application path from
laboratory to real-time
process. Using a push-
broom hyperspectral
camera, SisuCHEMA works
like a high speed linescan
camera. It acquires and
builds the spectral image of
a moving sample line by
line, and simultaneously
acquires all wavelengths for
each line. 

This imaging technique is
ideal solution for on-line
process monitoring, where
samples are in continuous
motion. This provides
another significant
advantage to the
SisuCHEMA user. The
applications that are
developed for sample
analysis in laboratory and
near production lines can
be directly transferred to
the real time world of on-
line process and quality
control. There is no need to
adapt and invest in
different technologies for
online monitoring. 

21

36
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Performance, Efficiency
and Ease of Use
SisuCHEMA is based on SPECIM’s Spectral Cameras

operating in the near infrared range with high

spectral resolution. Light throughput is 10 to 20

times higher than in similar instruments that

implement tunable filters. The result is considerably

faster imaging under similar illumination conditions. 

Furthermore, push-broom imaging only requires line

illumination on the sample, which significantly

reduces the heat load on the sample. SPECIM’s

unique line illumination technique optimizes the

imaging of various surfaces and textures.

SisuCHEMA is a stand-alone instrument, which is

user friendly and easy to set up and maintain.

SisuCHEMA is operated using pre-installed Breeze

software.

From Lab to
Process

There is no need to
adapt and invest in
different technologies
for online monitoring

Learn more about the
SisuChema
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Advancing Materials
Characterisation
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More Science,
Less Time

The 8600 Series vibrating sample

magnetometer raises the bar for

magnetometer performance and convenience.

These VSMs combine high sensitivity (15

nemu), rapid measurement speed (10 ms/pt),

and simple operation for more accurate

measurements, faster.

The need to characterise new and emerging

materials continues to push the limits of

electromagnet-based VSM systems. The 8600

Series VSM steps up to meet the most

demanding material research applications.

MEASUREMENT
APPLICATIONS

Extremely fast data acquisition cycles make

the system ideal for research environments

where rapid measurement results can

accelerate the discovery of important new

properties. QuickLIGN™ sample holders are

offered for thin film, liquid, powder, and bulk

samples, making the VSM an excellent choice

for busy labs with varying sample

measurement needs. The high sensitivity of

the 8600 Series VSM particularly benefits

research into low moment materials
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Named ‘one of the 100 most
technologically significant new products’
of 2017 in Analytical/Test category

Learn more about the
8600 VSM
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One of the most unique features of the new

modular Lake Shore MeasureReady™ M81-

SSM synchronous source measure system is

its patent-pending MeasureSync™ signal

synchronisation technology. This real-time

sampling architecture enables simultaneous

source module update and measure module

sampling timing across all channels,

regardless of signal types for frequencies up

to 100 kHz.

Because MeasureSync samples all channels

at precisely the same time, it ensures that

multiple devices under tests (DUTs) are

tested under identical conditions, so you

obtain consistent measurement data. 

In addition, the architecture allows each

source and measure amplifier module to be 
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physically co-located as near as possible to

the DUT to further minimise noise pickup

from ambient, thermal, ground loop, and

other common interference sources.

Amplitude and frequency signals are

transmitted to/from the remote amplifier

modules using a proprietary, real-time

analog voltage method that minimises noise

and ground errors while ensuring tight

synchronisation of all modules. 

The Technology Behind
the M81-SSM’s Precise

Signal Synchronisation 

https://qd-uki.co.uk/lake-shore/m81-ssm/
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 kSa/s and produces fully processed and

calibrated readings at up to 5 kSa/s. These

readings can be observed on the front panel

and collected via the remote interface.

The multiple parameter query structure

allows a single data query to return

multiple readings in one query, which

maintains synchronisation. Additionally, the

configurable data streaming interface can

be used to provide a continuous stream of

synchronised data at a fixed, regular time

interval, or a burst of high-speed collection. 

This combination of an analogue interface

to the distributed modules, a centralised

simultaneous acquisition clock, and a

unified remote interface provides end-to-

end signal synchronisation that cannot be

easily achieved with separate

instrumentation.

This analogue interface keeps noisy digital

circuitry away from the modules’ sensitive

analogue circuits. The signals are digitised

by a dedicated converter for each channel,

which are synchronised by the shared

MeasureSync clock.  

Each rising edge of the clock triggers every

ADC to take a reading and triggers each

DAC to update its output. In between clock

edges, all of the data is transferred from

ADCs to the controller and each DAC is

preloaded with a value that is applied on

the next edge. Unlike multiplexed systems,

this maintains total synchronisation and

continuous sampling of each channel.

Digital signals are generated or processed

by a configurable DSP core.

Each measure channel can be configured to

perform DC, AC, or lock-in measurements.

The core processes the individual readings

collected at 375
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Learn more about the
M81-SSM
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WEBINARS TO 
WATCH NOW

Don't miss out on the best webinars - watch them now
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A NEW, MUCH FASTER
APPROACH TO LOW-MOBILITY
HALL MEASUREMENT

OVERVIEW OF
THERMOGRAPHY
SOLUTIONS

BROADBAND
FERROMAGNETIC
RESONANCE: CRYOFMR

Learn more about our Broadband Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR)
capabilities (CryoFMR) for the PPMS, DynaCool, and VersaLab
platforms. Motivation and Basic Theory; Installation; Software and
Data Analysis; Measuring the Exchange Stiffness and the Inverse Spin
Hall Effect

New technology now makes it possible to research low-mobility
materials on a tabletop Hall measurement system without the use of
AC field. Watch this webinar and see a hands-on demonstration.

Key points to have in mind when using thermography. Selection
criteria for thermographic cameras InfraTec’s product range at a
glance. Plus, applications.

BY LAKE SHORE CRYOTRONICS

2

1

BY QUANTUM DESIGN AND INFRATEC

3

BY QUANTUM DESIGN USA

watch now

watch now

watch now
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ELLIPSOMETRIC
POROSIMETRY

PROBING MAGNETODYNAMICS
AT NANOSECOND TIMESCALES
AND BEYOND

In this webinar, the fundamentals of ellipsometric porosimetry will be
covered. Plus: hardware involved in the measurements; introduction
to the underlying theory relating standard ellipsometry
measurements to adsorption isotherms and pore characteristics. And
example analyses of mesoporous and microporous thin-film samples.

This webinar highlights Quantum Design’s latest efforts to enable high
frequency magnetodynamic measurements of both fundamentally
interesting and technologically relevant materials at ultra-short
timescales. More specifically, broadband ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) and the latest research using OptiCool.

BY J A WOOLLAM COMPANY

5

4

BY QUANTUM DESIGN USA

watch now

watch now
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watch now

DARKFIELD IMAGING FOR
ADVANCED PACKAGES AND
MEMS

This webinar will address failure analysis challenges in advanced
packages and MEMS using a novel phase and darkfield X-ray imaging
system

BY SIGRAY

6
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Reconfigurable magnonic
mode-hybridisation and
spectral control in a
bicomponent artificial spin ice
Gartside, J.C., Vanstone, A., Dion, T. et al. Reconfigurable magnonic mode-hybridisation and spectral control in
a bicomponent artificial spin ice. Nat Commun 12, 2488 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-22723-x

ABSTRACT

Strongly-interacting nanomagnetic arrays are finding

increasing use as model host systems for

reconfigurable magnonics. The strong inter-element

coupling allows for stark spectral differences across

a broad microstate space due to shifts in the dipolar

field landscape. While these systems have yielded

impressive initial results, developing rapid, scaleable

means to access a broad range of spectrally-distinct

microstates is an open research problem. We present

a scheme whereby square artificial spin ice is

modified by widening a ‘staircase’ subset of bars 

relative to the rest of the array, allowing preparation

of any ordered vertex state via simple global-field

protocols. 

Available microstates range from the system ground-

state to high-energy ‘monopole’ states, with rich and

distinct microstate-specific magnon spectra

observed. Microstate-dependent mode-

hybridisation and anticrossings are observed at both

remanence and in-field with dynamic coupling

strength tunable via microstate-selection.

Experimental coupling strengths are found up to

g/2π = 0.16 GHz. Microstate control allows fine

mode-frequency shifting, gap creation and closing,

and active mode number selection.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of width-modified square and high-density square
reconfigurable magnonic crystals and their type 1-4 microstates and

hysteresis loops. y and x array axes are referred to as ‘ground-state’ and
‘monopole’ orientations throughout this work. a Scanning electron

micrograph of the square sample. Bars are 830 nm long, 230 nm (wide-
bar) and 145 nm (thin-bar) wide, 20 nm thick with 120 nm vertex gap
(bar-end to vertex-centre). b Scanning electron micrograph of the high-
density square sample. Bars are 600 nm long, 200 nm (wide-bar) and

125 nm (thin-bar) wide, 20 nm thick with 100 nm vertex gap. c–f MOKE
hysteresis loops of S sample in ‘ground state’ (c) and ‘monopole’ (d)

orientations, HDS sample in ‘ground state’ (e) and ‘monopole’ (f)
orientations. Blue points show fully-saturating hysteresis loop, orange
points show minor loops with maximum positive field value chosen to
prepare sample in type 1 (c, e), type 4 (d) and type 3 (f) states before
sweeping back to negative saturation. g–j Magnetic force microscope
images of type 1–4 microstates. Type 1 and 4 states have inset SEM

images showing the relative orientation of Hext to the width-modified
subsets required for state preparation. Type 2 and 3 states may be

prepared in either ± 90∘ field orientation. Type 1 and 4 states are often
termed ‘ground state’ and ‘monopole’ state in artificial spin ice. k–n

Magnetic charge dumbbell schematic of type 1–4 microstates.

The field of magnonics aims to employ spin-waves to

propagate and process information. Spin-waves offer a

host of attractive benefits as data carriers including low

heat generation, power consumption and coherent

coupling to photons, phonons and other magnons.

Functional magnonics has proliferated in recent years,

with wide-ranging applications from transistors10 to

multiplexers and logic gates. As the complexity of

magnonic designs increases, so does the demand for

versatile, reconfigurable host systems.

The potential to leverage these states for their magnonic

properties is great and studies into fundamentals of

state-spectra correspondence have set the scene for a

new generation of ASI-based RMC designs. An open

problem in the field is developing reliable, versatile and

rapid means for microstate access. While ASI possesses

a huge range of states, they remain largely unavailable

for magnonic exploitation due to state preparation

techniques being overly simplistic (for example global-

field protocols which may only prepare saturated or

randomly demagnetised, unrepeatable states), overly

slow (surface-probe microscope nanomagnetic writing

techniques which may prepare any state but on

timescales unsuitable for technological integration) or

difficult to realise with current nanofabrication

techniques (for example, recently proposed multi-level

stripline technique). In the absence of such techniques,

ASI systems have been modified to allow access to an

enhanced microstate range using global fields, ‘magnetic

charge ice’ which rotates a subset of bars in square ASI

to allow global-field preparation of three microstates

(types 1–3 as seen in Fig. 1) or bar subset modification

via either material, shape-anisotropy or exchange-bias.

The magnetic charge ice case is elegant, but the way in

which bars are rotated leads to greater separations

between neighbouring elements so that greater density

is required to achieve an appreciable interelement

coupling required for collective excitations. Moreover,

the rotation means different sublattices will in general

experience different effective global excitation and bias

fields.

Here, we present a square ASI with a ‘staircase’-pattern

subset of width-modified bars. Shown in Figure 1, this

enables preparation of four distinct type 1–4

microstates (Fig. 1b–e, g–j) including the typically

elusive ground-state (type 1) and ‘monopole’ states

(types 3 and 4). The four states display rich and distinct

magnonic spectra with fine control over mode

frequency shifting, gap opening and tuning, and number 
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of active modes. Microstate-dependent mode-

hybridisation and anticrossings are observed with

coupling-strength and gap width tunable via state

selection. Selective mode-hybridisation offers

reconfigurable mode profile and index control in-field

and crucially at remanence.
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Samples were designed by taking square ASI and

increasing the width of one nanobar subset. Two

samples were fabricated, square (S, Fig. 1a) and high-

density square (HDS, Fig. 1b), using an electron beam

lithography liftoff process and thermal deposition of

Ni81Fe19. Sample dimensions were selected such that

the wider bar subset may be magnetically reversed via

a global-field without thin-bars also reversing from the

combination of global-field Hext and local dipolar field

Hloc, satisfying Hc2 > Hext + Hloc > Hc1 with Hc1 and

Hc2 the wide and thin-bar coercive fields respectively

(Hc1 and Hc2 visible in Fig. 1 MOKE loops). This

enables preparation of the entire range of ordered,

‘pure’ (i.e. single vertex type across the array)

microstates. Arrays comprising identical bars may only

access a single pure microstate by saturating with

global-field (type 2). The width-modification employed

here allows global-field access to four pure states with

distinct local-field profiles and corresponding magnonic

spectral dynamics. Microstates are shown via magnetic

force microscope (MFM) (Fig. 1g–j) and magnetic

charge schematics (Fig. 1k–n). The S sample comprises

bars of 830 nm × 230 nm (wide-bar), 145 nm (thin-bar) 

× 20 nm, 120 nm vertex gap (defined bar end to vertex

centre). The HDS sample comprises bars of 600 nm × 

200 nm (wide-bar), 125 nm (thin-bar) × 20 nm, 100 nm

gap.

Bars are widened in alternating y-axis columns (axes

defined in Fig. 1a) such that wide-bars may be reversed

from a saturated background state (type 2, Fig. 1h, l)

without reversing thin-bars. If the global-field Hext is

oriented along the y-axis, reversing only wide-bars

from a y^y^-saturated state leaves the system in the

antiferromagnetic type 1 state (Fig. 1g, k), which forms

the ASI ground state with and without width-

modification23,42,43. Here the microstate allows the

maximum amount of inter-bar dipolar flux-closure and

lowest system energy. 

Results and Discussion
Microstate access via width-modification If Hext is oriented along the x-axis, reversing wide-bars

results in the type 4 state (Fig. 1j, n), termed a

‘monopole’ or ‘all-in, all-out’ state43,44,45,46 with four

like-polarity magnetic charges at each vertex, highly-

repulsive inter-bar dipolar field interactions and

maximum system energy. If Hext has any angular

misalignment from the width-modified columns, one of

the ± 45∘ wide-bars will experience a higher field along

its easy-axis, resulting in that bar reversing at lower

Hext. 

The resulting state with just one of the ± 45∘ wide-bars

reversed is the type 3 state (Fig. 1i, m) with three like-

polarity and one opposite polarity magnetic charge per

vertex. In experiment there is always some angular

misalignment and the array will transition between

states 2 and 4 via state 3. The field window in which

state 3 exists may be broadened by deliberately

increasing angular misalignment. The S array may

access type 1–4 states, the HDS array may access

states 1-3 but not 4 as the increased Hloc magnitudes

arising from smaller inter-bar separation leads to

spontaneous reversal of thin-bars from a thin-bar

majority charge type 3 to a wide-bar majority type 3

when attempting state 4 access, i.e. Hext + Hloc > 

Hc−thin.

We analyse mode frequencies following the Kittel

equation47f=μ0γ2πH(H+M)−−−−−−−−

−√f=μ0γ2πH(H+M) in the k = 0 limit applicable to this

work, with γ the gyromagnetic ratio and H = Hext + 

Hloc. The local dipolar field landscape varies greatly

between microstates, with resulting distinct

microstate-dependent magnon spectra.
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Microstate-dependent
magnonic spectra
Broadband FMR spectra were measured

using a flip-chip method with samples

excited by a coplanar waveguide. Frequency

resolution is 20 MHz. For S and HDS

samples, spectra were taken with Hext in

y^y^ (‘ground-state’ orientation, as in Fig.

1a) and x^x^ (‘monopole’ orientation).

Samples were saturated at Hext = − 1000

mT then swept from -300 mT to 300 mT,

above the saturation fields observed in

MOKE data to examine spectral effects

when shape anisotropy is overcome.

Accompanying micromagnetic simulations

were performed using MuMax3.

 Figure 2 shows differential FMR spectra for

each sample and orientation at ± 300 mT

field range (Fig. 2a–e, relative Hext

orientation inset) and 0 − 40 mT range (Fig.

2f–j) with corresponding simulated spectra

(Fig. 2k–o).

Fig. 2: Differential ferromagnetic resonance spectra of square (S) and 
high-density square (HDS) samples with corresponding micromagnetic simulations.

Spectra exhibit two main Kittel-like modes, the lower
and higher frequency modes corresponding to bar-
centre localised modes in the wide W1 and thin-bars
T1 respectively. This correspondence is evidenced by
frequency jumps and ∂f∂H∂f∂H sign inversions
indicating bar reversal48 in the low- and high-f modes
at Hc1 and Hc2 respectively, matching switching fields
observed via MOKE (Fig. 1c–f). Higher relative
amplitude of the low-f mode matches the larger sample
volume share of the wide-bar, simulated spatial mode-
power maps support the mode-bar correspondence.
The wide-bar exhibits two higher-index modes W2 and
W3, occurring at lower frequency relative to W1 due
to the backward-volume wave nature of the modes.
Simulated spatial mode profiles are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 1. Higher-order modes are
expected in the thin-bar and observed in simulation,
but fall below the amplitude threshold for
experimental detection. In addition to offering two
well-defined frequency channels, the different width
bar subsets allow clear identification of which subset
has reversed or undergone microstate-dependent
frequency shifting.

For Hext > 200 mT, thin and wide-bar modes tend to
the same frequency as shape-anisotropy is overcome
and bar magnetisation rotates from an Ising-like state
to lie parallel to Hext. At these Hext, the bar
demagnetising fields become negligble and the Kittel
equation is dominated by Hext.

At lower fields around Hc1 and Hc2, rich and distinct
spectra are observed between samples and
orientations. Figure 2e shows S sample spectra in
‘ground-state’ orientation. At Hext = 0 the system is in
a negatively-saturated type 2 microstate (Fig. 1h, l), the
Mx component of all bars oriented against positive
Hext and both modes exhibiting negative
∂f∂H∂f∂H. At Hc1 = 16 mT the wide-bars reverse,
its mode jumping 6.2-7.8 GHz and displaying positive
∂f∂H∂f∂H. The thin-bar mode is blueshifted 0.1
GHz at Hc1 due to the change in local dipolar field
landscape as the system enters a type 1 microstate
(Fig. 1g, k). For Hc1 < Hext < Hc2 the system is in a type
1 state, the two modes exhibiting opposite
∂f∂H∂f∂H and crossing at Hext = 23mT. Opposing
frequency gradients and presence of a mode crossing
in this field range afford sensitive mode and gap
tunability via Hext. At Hc2 = 29 mT the thin-bars
reverse, preparing a type 2 state aligned with Hext and
redshifting the wide-bar mode 0.1 GHz via the shift in
dipolar field landscape. Above Hc2 both modes exhibit
positive ∂f∂H∂f∂H.
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The reversed wide-bar mode jumps from 6.0-7.7 GHz
and exhibits positive ∂f∂H∂f∂H. The unswitched
wide-bar mode is blueshifted 0.3 GHz and the thin-bar
mode redshifted 0.1 GHz by the type 3 dipolar field
landscape. This reduces the gap between unswitched
wide and thin-bar modes by 0.4 GHz without modifying
the magnetisation state of either bar, demonstrating
the degree of spectral control available via microstate
engineering. Remaining wide-bars reverse at 20 mT,
placing the system in a type 4 microstate (Fig. 1j, n) and
unifying the wide-bars in a single 7.5 GHz mode,
redshifted 0.1 GHz relative to the already-reversed
wide-bar mode. Thin and wide-bar modes now occupy
the same frequency, obscuring the expected thin mode
blueshift in the experimental data. The mode gap width
may be modified by varying the relative bar widths at
the fabrication stage, and the overlap here is a
consequence of the specific dimensions employed. At
Hc2 = 23 mT the thin-bar reverses, placing the system
in a type 2 state aligned with Hext and restoring the
mode gap.

To demonstrate the spectral control available via array
design choices, the HDS sample was fabricated. By
reducing bar-length and inter-bar separation, stronger
dipolar interactions between bars and greater
variation in the dipolar field landscape is achieved,
resulting in larger spectral shifts when transitioning
state. Fig. 2g shows the HDS ‘ground-state’ orientation,
qualitatively matching that of the S sample but with
frequency shifts of 0.2 GHz (twice that observed in the
S sample) and a broadened type 1 field window due to
the increased stability. Fig. 2h shows the HDS
‘monopole’ orientation, again qualitatively matching
that of the S sample (with enhanced 0.3 GHz frequency
shifts) up to 23 mT where the system transitions from a
thin-bar majority type 3 state to a wide-bar majority
type 3 rather than type 4. A wide-bar majority type 3
persists between 23-30 mT. At 30 mT the remaining ± 
45∘ thin-bar reverses, causing a 0.3 GHz redshift in the
thin-bar mode and transitioning to a type 2 state.

Negative field evolution of
microstate-dependent
magnonic spectra
So far spectra have been measured while positively
sweeping Hext after negative saturation. This allows
study of the system as it evolves through a range of
microstates, but each microstate is stable in a limited
field window. Alternatively, states may be prepared via
negatively saturating then applying a microstate-
specific positive field (i.e., 22 mT for the S sample type
1 state, Fig. 2e, then recording spectra while negatively
sweeping Hext until saturation. This allows mode
dynamics to be studied for each microstate over its
entire stable field range, revealing additional spectral
details not accessed in Fig. 2e–h 0-40 mT sweeps. Field
protocols correspond to the orange traces on the Fig.
1c–f MOKE loops.

Figure 3 shows negatively-swept spectra for the S
(FMR panels a–d), simulations (e–h) and HDS samples
(FMR j–m), simulations n–q) for all microstates and
orientations alongside mode extractions (S sample i),
HDS (r) allowing state comparison. Figure 3a shows the
S sample ‘ground-state’ orientation prepared in a type
1 state at Hext = 22 mT. At 22 mT thin and wide-bar
modes occupy a single frequency at 8 GHz. As field is
negatively swept, modes exhibit opposite gradient due
to opposing wide and thin bar magnetisation, reaching
a maximum mode-frequency gap of 3 GHz at -16 mT,
after which the wide-bars reverse. This prepares a type
2 state, with a wide-bar frequency jump and thin-bar
redshift as observed in the 0-40 mT positive sweeps.
The broadly tunable 0-3 GHz gap and wide field-
stability window of type 1 state are desirable for
functional magnonic systems where mode-frequency
gap control is crucial.

Fig. 3: Differential ferromagnetic resonance spectra taken while 
negatively sweeping Hext after microstate preparation in positive field.

Microstates were prepared by −1000 mT saturation
then applying the positive field required to reverse the
desired bars, hence differing positive field limits for
different microstate spectra. a–d Experimental spectra
for S sample microstates taken in ‘ground-state’ (a, b)
and ‘monopole’ (c, d) orientations. e–h Simulated S
sample microstate spectra for ‘ground-state’ (e, f) and
‘monopole’ (g, h) orientations. i Mode peak-extractions
for all S sample microstate-spectra. j–l Experimental
spectra for HDS sample microstates taken in ‘ground-
state’ (j, k) and ‘monopole’ (l) orientations. ‘Monopole’
orientation signal-to-noise is lower due to array-
waveguide alignment issues. Modes are still well-
resolved and correspond well with simulation. m–o
Simulated HDS sample microstate spectra for ‘ground-
state’ (m, n) and ‘monopole’ (o) orientations. p Mode
peak-extractions for all HDS sample microstate-spectra.
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Here, the Gaussian spread of Hc1 throughout the
system due to nanofabrication imperfections (termed
quenched disorder25,49,50) is leveraged for state-
preparation. By selecting a 21 mT field at the centre of
the Hc1 distribution, half the wide-bars are reversed
and on average the system placed in a type 3 state,
with a random distribution of ± 45∘ wide-bars
reversed. While sweeping field back from 21 mT the
thin-bar exhibits negative ∂f∂H∂f∂H. The wide-bar
mode is split into reversed and unreversed modes
exhibiting opposite ∂f∂H∂f∂H sign.

Figure 3b shows the ‘ground-state’ orientation S
sample prepared in a type 2 state at 10 mT. Sweeping
Hext negatively, both modes exhibit a constant
gradient and frequency gap of 2 GHz. Figure 3c shows
a monopole-orientation type 3 spectra. A 21 mT
preparation field reverses half the wide-bars,
preparing a thin-bar majority type 3 state. The
preparation here is distinct from earlier discussion of
type 3 states in the HDS sample, where a well-defined 
± 45∘ subset reverses due to closer alignment to Hext. 

 The two modes should cross at 5 mT if no deviation
from Kittel-like behaviour is observed. However, the
modes are bent away from each other around 5 mT
with an anticrossing frequency gap remaining between
them. The gap is observed in both experimental and
simulated (Fig. 3g) spectra with 0.27 GHz width, and a
corresponding 0.30 GHz gap in the HDS type 3 spectra
(experimental and simulated in Fig. 3l and p,
respectively). Whereas previously discussed mode-
frequency shifting occurs due to magnetostatic inter-
bar interactions, i.e. the microstate-dependent dipolar
field landscapes giving different Hloc values for the
Kittel equation, mode anticrossings are an effect of
dynamic mode-hybridisation. High-resolution
anticrossing spectra are shown in Fig. 4 with
accompanying discussion below. In addition to the
anticrossing the type 3 state offers a high-degree of
spectral control, with 3 active modes and tunable
mode-gaps.

Fig. 4: Mode-hybridisation and anticrossings.

a–d Negative-swept field dependent experimental FMR
spectra of type 3 states for S and HDS samples in ground-
state and ‘monopole’ orientations. Red scatter points are peak
extractions of the upper mode branch, blue points extractions
of the lower branch. Mode frequency gaps or anticrossings
and mode bending in the field range around the crossing point
are observed in all samples and orientations. Monopole-
orientation crossing points (panels b and d) are offset in
positive Hext due to the net Hloc at the vertex, ground state
orientation crossings (a and c) are offset at lower magnitude,
negative Hext due to the different Hloc profile along this axis.
e Simulated spectra of monopole-orientation HDS sample.
Anticrossing gap of 0.32 GHz is observed at 4.3 mT. Error bars
correspond to frequency range integrated over to produce
spatial mode plots shown in f. f Simulated spatial mode-power
maps for monopole-orientation HDS sample. Maps I–VI relate
to corresponding points labelled on spectra in panel e. High-
frequency, single-node mode branch is seen in I-III. Low-
frequency, multi-node branch is IV–VI. g Simulated type 1
spectra of ground-state orientation HDS sample. Crossing
occurs at 24 mT with no observable gap. Error bars
correspond to frequency range integrated over to produce
spatial mode plots shown in h. f Simulated spatial mode-power
maps for ground-state orientation type 1 HDS sample. Maps
I–V relate to corresponding points labelled on spectra in panel
e. Mode-hybridisation is not observed, with matching profile
pairs I and V, IV and III.

Figure 3d shows the type 4 state, prepared at 22 mT.
Qualitatively the spectra resembles that of the type 1
state but modes exhibit enhanced separation due to
different local dipolar field landscape and are
redshifted relative to type 1. 

This is best visualised through peak extractions shown
in Fig. 3i. 0.4 and 0.2 GHz mode gaps at 22 mT are
observed for type 4 and type 1 states respectively,

, along with a 0.35 GHz blueshift of the type 1 wide
mode relative to type 4 demonstrating the fine control
available. At −12 mT one ± 45∘ subset of wide-bars
reverses, preparing a type 3 state with accompanying
mode shifts and wide-bar mode-splitting. The
remaining wide subset reverses at −16 mT, preparing a
type 2 state.
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The HDS sample exhibits qualitatively similar
behaviour to the S sample with increased magnitude
microstate-dependent frequency shifts due to stronger
inter-element interaction. Figure 3j shows the ‘ground-
state’ orientation HDS sample prepared in a type 1
state at 30 mT. Here a 0-3.6 GHz mode gap is observed
over a −12–30 mT field range. Figure 3k shows a type 2
state prepared at 16 mT, exhibiting a constant 2 GHz
gap across the field sweep. Figure 3l shows the system
in a thin-bar majority type 3 state at 21 mT. The
reversed and unreversed wide-bar modes exhibit
opposite gradient with a 7.3 GHz crossing at 6 mT.

Microstate-dependent mode
hybridisation and
anticrossings

In the type 3 spectra (Fig. 3c, g, l and p), where reversed
and unreversed wide-bar modes approach a single
frequency they do not overlap. The modes instead
bend away from a Kittel-like form as they approach,
leaving an anticrossing gap9,31,51,52,53 which has
been predicted to occur in ASI due to a microstate-
dependent band structure31. Figure 4 shows the
anticrossing region in type 3 microstates. Samples
were prepared in type 3 states in ground-state and
monopole orientations, spectra measured while
negatively-sweeping field. Mode-bending and
anticrossings are exhibited in all experimental spectra
(Fig. 4a–d) and corresponding simulations (Fig. 4f–h).
Experimental spectra show anticrossing gaps of ΔS,GS 
= 0.27 GHz, ΔS,monopole = 0.27GHz, ΔHDS,GS = 0.22
GHz, ΔHDS,monopole = 0.3 GHz.

Simulated spatial mode-power maps (Fig. 4f) show this
effect occurs due to mode-hybridisation between
reversed and unreversed wide-bars, causing the two
modes to act like distinct upper and lower frequency v-
shaped branches (red and blue peak extraction points
respectively in experimental spectra) rather than
diagonally intersecting Kittel-like modes. The upper-
branch mode profile shows a single-node bulk mode,
localised in the reversed bar at fields below the
crossing point and the unreversed bar at fields above
the crossing. The lower-branch profile shows a double-
node bulk mode, localised in the unreversed bar at
fields below crossing and vice-versa. At the crossing
point, the single-node bulk mode appears in both wide-
bars at the upper-branch frequency and the multi-node
mode appears in both wide-bars at the lower-branch
frequency. The field at which anticrossings occur may
be modified by rotating the sample between ground-
state and monopole-orientations. The two orientations
have different net Hloc values along the Hext-axis due
to broken microstate symmetry and resultingly
crossings occur at different fields, ground-state at -1
mT (-1 mT), ‘monopole’ at 3 mT (5 mT) in S (HDS)
samples. 

The antiferromagnetic macrospin ordering in type 3
states is crucial for mode-hybridisation. The difficulty
in preparing such antiferromagnetic states is a key
barrier to observing dynamic coupling effects such as
anticrossings, and a key strength of the microstate-
access protocol presented here.

The microstate control demonstrated allows tailoring
of spectra such that modes may also cross with no
resolvable anticrossing. In type 1 states (Fig. 1g, k),
crossings are observed between thin and wide-bar
modes with no observable gap or deviation from Kittel-
like behaviour. Simulated spectra of the crossing point
(Fig. 4g) show no anticrossing gap and spatial power
maps (Fig. 4h) show a single-node bulk mode
throughout the type 1 field range. While the type 1
state exhibits antiferromagnetic order between the
thin and wide bars, it occurs at weaker effective
interaction than type 3 states as the wide-thin bar
vertex separation and dipolar-coupling are reduced
relative to the type 3 wide-wide bar case. The lack of a
resolvable type 1 anticrossing is testament to the
sensitivity of dynamic coupling phenomena to
interaction strength. Supplementary Fig. 2 shows
simulated 0–10 GHz spectra of the HDS sample
(‘monopole’ orientation) in a type 3 state with 0–3 GHz
edge modes present and spatial magnetisation profiles
of the nanoisland edges. Realignments of the static
edge magnetisation occur at −1.5 mT and −6.5 mT for
the wide and thin bars respectively, while the
anticrossing occurs at 5 mT. As such, static
magnetisation realignments are unlikely to be involved
in the observed mode-hybridisation.

We have demonstrated that introducing a width-
modified sublattice to ASI permits rapid, scalable and
reconfigurable control over rich and diverse spectral
features. This approach offers an attractive addition to
the host of spectral and microstate control
methodologies, requiring only widely-available global-
field and nanofabrication protocols. The state-
dependent spectra observed suggest microwave-
assisted state preparation54,55,56,57 as a promising
direction for integrated read-write functionality.

The magnitude and diversity of microstate-dependent
mode and gap control exhibited invite a host of
functional applications including tunable microwave
filters and enable further study of how spin-wave
characteristics and band structure of nanomagnetic
systems may be employed in magnonic logic58 and
neuromorphic devices59. In particular, the observation
of previously elusive microstate-dependent mode-
hybridisation and anticrossings suggests a magnonic
device which may reconfigurably transmit or reflect
spin-waves depending on its state. In this regard we
emphasise that anticrossing behaviour depends only
on the microstate and does not require width-
modification except as a means for microstate access.
As state-preparation techniques develop, we expect
mode-hybridisation to become observable and
exploitable in other artificial spin systems.
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Simulations were performed using MuMax3. To
maintain field sweep history, ground state files are
generated in a separate script and used as inputs for
dynamic simulations. S sample dimensions are; wide:
800 by 230 by 20 nm, narrow: 800 by 130 by 20 nm
and lattice parameter: 1120 nm (gap = 160 nm). HDS
sample dimensions are; wide: 600 by 200 by 20 nm and
narrow: 600 by 130 by 20 nm and lattice parameter:
800 nm (gap = 100 mn). Perturbation of dimensions
from SEM images were introduced to more accurately
reproduce both static and dynamic magnetisation
behaviour. Material parameters for NiFe used are;
saturation magnetisation, Msat = 750 kA/m, exchange
stiffness. Aex = 13 pJ and damping, α = 0.001 All
simulations are discretised with lateral dimensions,
cx,y = 5 nm and normal direction, cz = 10 nm and
periodic boundary conditions applied to generate
lattice from unit cell. A broadband field excitation sinc
pulse function is applied along z-direction with cutoff
frequency = 20 GHz, amplitude = 0.5 mT. Simulation is
run for 25 ns saving magnetisation every 25 ps. Static
relaxed magnetisation at t = 0 is subtracted from all
subsequent files to retain only dynamic components,
which are then subject to a FFT along the time axis to
generate a frequency spectra. Power spectra across
the field range are collated and plotted as a colour
contour plot with resolution; Δf = 40 MHz and Δμ0H =
1 mT. Spatial power maps are generated by integrating
over a range determined by the full width half
maximum of peak fits and plotting each cell as a pixel
whose colour corresponds to its power. Each colour
plot is normalised to the cell with highest power. High-
resolution simulations performed for Fig. 4 have lower
damping, α = 0.0001, and are run for 100 ns saving
every 50 ps. This produces colour plots with resolution;
Δf = 10 MHz and Δμ0H = 0.2 mT. Hext is offset from
the array x^,y^x^,y^-axes by 1∘ to better match
experiment. Lowering alpha reduces mode linewidth
and allows for better resolution of mode behaviour
particularly when multiple modes are present in close
frequency proximity, as in the anticrossing case.

Samples were fabricated via electron-beam
lithography liftoff method on a Raith eLine system with
PMMA resist. Ni81Fe19 (permalloy) was thermally
evaporated and capped with Al2O3. A ‘staircase’
subset of bars was increased in width to reduce its
coercive field relative to the thin subset, allowing
independent subset reversal via global field.

Ferromagnetic resonance spectra were measured
using a NanOsc Instruments cryoFMR in a Quantum
Design Physical Properties Measurement System.
Broadband FMR measurements were carried out on
large area samples ( ~ 2 × 2mm2) mounted flip-chip
style on a coplanar waveguide. The waveguide was
connected to a microwave generator, coupling RF
magnetic fields to the sample. The output from
waveguide was rectified using an RF-diode detector.
Measurements were done in fixed in-plane field while
the RF frequency was swept in 20 MHz steps. The DC
field was then modulated at 490 Hz with a 0.48 mT
RMS field and the diode voltage response measured via
lock-in. The experimental spectra show the derivative
output of the microwave signal as a function of field
and frequency. The normalised differential spectra are
displayed as false-colour images with symmetric log
colour scale.

Magnetic force micrographs were produced on a
Dimension 3100 using commercially available normal-
moment MFM tips.

MOKE measurements were performed on a Durham
Magneto-Optics NanoMOKE system. The laser spot is
approximately 20 μm diameter. The longitudinal Kerr
signal was normalised and the linear background
subtracted from the saturated magnetisation. The
applied field is a quasistatic sinusoidal field cycling at
11 Hz and the measured Kerr signal is averaged over
300 field loops to improve signal to noise.

Methods
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Learn more about the
NanOsc CryoFMR
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NATIONAL PHYSICAL
LABORATORY, UK,
ADDS CRYOFMR-40
TO ITS CAPABILITIES
Recently, QD-UKI's Dr. Jordan Thompson installed a
QD DynaCool with a CryoFMR-40 option at the
National Physical Laboratory (NPL). NPL is the UK's
National Metrology Institute, developing and
maintaining the national primary measurement
standards.

Most magazines feature a full-page
advertisement, which you're also
welcome to do. Why not partner with a
local business and feature their
products? Not your style? Simply
include some contact information and
tell your audience how to reach you.
Add your social media handles, email,
or even any publication information
you think they'd be interested in. 
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THE FLAGSHIP
PRODUCT
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History
of the
MPMS

In fact, we have at times struggled against the

idea that Quantum Design is a “SQUID

company.” When our Physical Property

Measurement System (PPMS) was introduced

in 1992, the question we most often had to

answer was “Where’s the SQUID?” The MPMS

was born in the summer of 1982 while Michael

Simmonds, co-founder of Quantum Design

(Mike) was in the hospital recovering from

major surgery. For several days he had nothing

to do but think, and during my afternoon visits

to his hospital room he described his ideas for

an instrument that could be the next-

generation successor to the SHE Corporation

Variable Temperature Susceptometer. 

Mike had worked on the latest version of the

SHE instrument, knew all of its problems and

during his hospital stay had developed a

design that (we thought) would address all of

the VTS’ weaknesses. With Mike’s preliminary

design in hand, I visited several of my

physicist colleagues, lined up at least one

potential customer and we had what we

needed.

After Mike’s release from the hospital, we set

about building the prototype instrument, and

perhaps not surprisingly, some of our initial

ideas utterly failed. Not to be discouraged, we

redesigned the system and built up our first 
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If there is any product that has seemed to define Quantum
Design it would have to be our Magnetic Property Measurement
System (MPMS).

Ronald E. Sager, Chairman QDI

Learn more about the
QD MPMS3
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full prototype instrument with a temperature

control module, a 2-Tesla magnet and the

SQUID detection system. We finally got this

system operational about midnight on an

evening in early 1983 and began

characterizing it. After measuring its noise

performance at zero magnetic field, we were

encouraged to find that it met our design

specification. Then we charged the magnet to

its 2-Tesla design field – and the subsequent

noise measurement on the SQUID detection

system (at about 2:00am) was a disaster. The

noise was 10,000 times larger than our

expected performance!

After several days of teeth grinding effort

(between discussions in which the phrase

“maybe we should just quit now” was uttered

more than once) we discovered additional

design flaws, but we also found that virtually

every single material we had used in the

instrument was highly paramagnetic at low

temperatures. Interestingly enough, this 

 included several materials I had used in John

Wheatley’s laboratory that we had believed to

be “magnetically clean.” This discovery gave

us new hope. Flawed as it was, our initial

prototype was adequate to characterize the

materials we were using and after several

weeks of investigation, we had found

materials with suitable magnetic properties

and began rebuilding the prototype,

correcting the design flaws and using the new

materials we had identified.

Eventually, of course, we achieved the

promised specification and developed the

suite of electronics and software required to

automate the temperature, magnetic field and

measurement control. This very first MPMS,

shown in Figure 2, was shipped to Prof. Robert

Shelton at Iowa State University in July of

1984. The success of this instrument

generated substantial customer interest in the

new Quantum Design technology, but SHE was

still manufacturing its VTS, and we

immediately found ourselves in a competitive

situation. The customers for a SQUID

magnetometer clearly wanted a magnetic field

capability of at least 5 Tesla, so almost
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literally from the day we shipped our first

instrument, we began a major redesign to

accommodate the higher magnetic field and

improve the instrument’s electronic

configuration.

Fig. 2. The Mark I – the first Quantum Design MPMS. This 2-

Tesla MPMS used an SHE Model 30 SQUID controller and the

user interface was written in BASIC on a Hewlett-Packard HP-

85 computer. The system was shipped to Prof. Robert Shelton

at Iowa State University in July 1984.

This effort took more than a year, culminating

in what would become our standard 5.5-Tesla

MPMS, the first of which was shipped in

December 1985 to Prof. Allen Goldman at the

University of Minnesota. (This instrument is

still running today in Prof. Goldman’s

laboratory.) Over the next year the MPMS

captured the market for SQUID

magnetometers and this, combined with SHE’s

growing interest in neuromagnetometry, led

to their announcement in mid-1986 that they

would no longer offer the VTS for sale. At that

point, Quantum Design was the only company

in the world manufacturing a SQUID

magnetometer system – and was poised for

the breakthrough that would shake the world

of superconductivity.
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T h e  M P M S  3  i n c o r p o r a t e s  m a j o r  a d v a n c e s

i n  d a t a  a c q u i s i t i o n ,  t e m p e r a t u r e  c o n t r o l

a n d  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  c o n t r o l  w i t h  ≤1 0 - 8

e m u  s e n s i t i v i t y .  T h e  a w a r d -  w i n n i n g

d e s i g n  o f  Q u a n t u m  D e s i g n ' s  M P M S  3  a l s o

p r o v i d e s  e x p a n d e d  s o f t w a r e  f u n c t i o n a l i t y

w i t h i n  i t s  u s e r - f r i e n d l y  M u l t i V u

i n t e r f a c e .  C o m b i n i n g  t h e  h i g h e s t  l e v e l  o f

s y s t e m  p e r f o r m a n c e  w i t h  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y

o f  u s i n g  a l l  p r e v i o u s l y  a v a i l a b l e  M P M S

m e a s u r e m e n t  o p t i o n s ,  t h e  Q u a n t u m

D e s i g n  M P M S  3  t r u l y  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  n e x t

g e n e r a t i o n  o f  a d v a n c e d  S Q U I D

m a g n e t o m e t r y .
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T o d a y ,  t h e  Q u a n t u m  D e s i g n  M P M S  3

r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  c u l m i n a t i o n  o f  m o r e  t h a n

3 0  y e a r s  o f  d e v e l o p m e n t  a n d  d e s i g n  i n

t h e  w o r l d  o f  S Q U I D  M a g n e t o m e t r y .

P r o v i d i n g  u s e r s  w i t h  t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  a

S Q U I D  ( S u p e r c o n d u c t i n g  Q U a n t u m

I n t e r f e r e n c e  D e v i c e )  m a g n e t o m e t e r  a n d

t h e  c h o i c e  o f  m u l t i p l e  m e a s u r e m e n t

m o d e s ,  t h e  M P M S  3  o f f e r s  n e w  l e v e l s  o f

p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  m a g n e t i c  r e s e a r c h  w h i l e

i n c l u d i n g  t h o s e  a s p e c t s  o f  p a s t  Q u a n t u m

D e s i g n  S Q U I D  m a g n e t o m e t e r s  t h a t

c u s t o m e r s  h a v e  g r o w n  t o  a p p r e c i a t e  a n d
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CASE STUDY
Squ id  enab les  h igh l y

accu ra te  s tudy  o f

magne t i c  mate r i a l s

The Henry Royce Institute funded SQUID
MPMS 3 is regularly being used by the
University of Sheffield’s Functional Magnetics
Group, as well as the wider Sheffield
research community.

Prof Nicola Morley, Professor of Materials
Physics at the University of Sheffield, has
been overseeing the Henry Royce Institute’s
MPMS 3 system and, along with her group, is
using it to carry out world leading research on
novel soft magnetic materials such as high
entropy alloys. The research aims to discover
new functional magnetic materials for
applications, such as transformers, actuators
and magnetic-refrigeration.

“The MPMS 3 system is an ideal
system for material discovery
research, as a high throughput of
samples can be measured quickly
and easily at room temperature,
with those of interest being
investigated further over a wide
temperature and magnetic field
range. The option of ac
susceptibility, as well as sample
rotation allows for a complete study
of these new magnetic materials.”
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Materials with strong quantum magnetism
can lead to very exotic magnetic states such
as quantum spin liquids, and the resulting
materials could potentially be used for
quantum informatics applications, which in
turn could form the building blocks of an
entirely new type of quantum computer.

Having access to the SQUID MPMS 3, which
is the best magnetometer available, is
enabling us to carry out far more advanced
research in the area of magnetics. The
system has more than 15 trained users from
the departments of Physics, Chemistry,
Medicine and Materials Science, and we’ll be
able to continue to train more people to be
able to investigate further the properties of
novel functional materials.

“The MPMS 3 is by far the best
magnetometer on the market.
It is a sizable upgrade on
previous MPMS models and it
allows quicker, more accurate
measurements, while its
cryogen-free operation slashes
running cost to a mere fraction
of the older systems.

Dr Otto Mustonen, Postdoctoral Research
Associate at the University of Sheffield, has
been using the Henry Royce Institute’s
MPMS 3 to carry out research in the field of 

quantum materials, where quantum effects
are strong and lead to novel properties and
phenomena. 

https://qd-uki.co.uk/cryogenics/montana-instruments-cryostation-optical-cryostat/?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=ICIssue&utm_campaign=ImagingCameras&utm_content=Edition_1
https://www.qd-uki.co.uk/?utm_source=QDUKIMagazine&utm_medium=Magazine&utm_campaign=Edition1
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